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A theorem of ErMs, Ko and Rado states that if S is an rr4ement set and 9 1s a 
faMly of k+Iyient subsets of S, k $z, such that ZIG *wo members of 7 are disjoint, 
then I:? a IL L. _ 1 ). In this paper we investigate the anailogous problem for finite vector 
spaces. 
Let 3 be a ;dm.ily Of k-di_mmkmd subspaces of an Wdimen:ioOal Vector space 
over a field of g elements such that mem irwisc non-trivially. Em- 
ploying a method of Katsna, we show 
detaikfi a&ysis, we obtain that for II 
!n)[ glq. By a more 
, which IS a best possible 
ument employed is ge of finding a bound on the 
its members have pair on no smaller than r. 
in best possible results are obtain 2k + 1, q 2 3. Applica- 
ttopa of these methods to the anafogo 
Etdiis o-- Rado bounds. 
2 
There are two ways to view the Erdijs---Ko -Rado theorem: 
(1) that ink_:) 
(2) that if& 
is an upper bound 3~7.171, and 
is the family of sil k-element subsets of S. then 
/?I/[ CI, 1 < kJur. Thus in the finite vector space case, we ma 
that either 
n-l UWK Ek__l I p 
(2) I~IE”IJ, 1 G kpz, where [‘& denotes the Gaussian coefficient, 
tie number of w-dimensional subspaces of an rtz-dimensional vector 
space over a finite field of q elements, and 3, denotes the family of 
al1 k-dimensional subspaces of V. The number of k-dimensional sub- 
spxes of Y containmg a specific one-dimensional subspace is [!I t ] 4. 
Thus ihe inequality in ( 11) is best possible. Also 
Hence (1) suggests a much stronger bound on I91 than (2)* 
In SecGon 2 vire derive a few basic facts about the Gaussian coef- 
ficients that are needed in our study. In Section 3 we prove that 
2k_ We also show that if 3 is a family of order- 
h component chosen from { I ) . . . . qi), 1 Q ql 
6’ lp . . . G qk, such that each pair in 9 has at least a component in corn- 
man, then 191 G q2 . . . c&. In Section 4 
2k + 11. We conject that [i‘- i 1, sh 
show that 191< [z- i 1, for 
also be a bound on 191 for 
n = 2k. In Section 5 we apply a gene ion of the method deveiop- 
ed in Section 4 to Sir. k, n, 4). We show that for n 3 Lk+2, or N > 2k.t 1, 
3, any family in S(r, k, n, q) can have size no larger than [ ;-&, a 
bounid that is achieved when the subspaces are chosen to be allthose 
containing some specific r-dimensional subspaze. We also show that if 
9 is a family of k-element subsets of S with pairwise intersection size 
no smaller than rb then iZFr< (zzg> provided that 
n r + (r+ I)(k---r+ l)(k-.-r). The bound on w is a considera 
ovement over 8 revious result of 
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numerate ail ordered bases of k-dimensional subspaces of 
s: The first vector _q can be chosen in q” - 1 ways. There 
are q vectors dependent upon .Y 1 , so the next vector x2 can be chosen 
in q” -q ways, etc. Thus there are (q” -- 1 )(q” -9) .., (q” --qk-’ ) linear- 
ly ordered sets of k linearly independent vectors in V. But each k-di- 
mensional subspace has, by the same argument, (q’ .. l)(qk .q) 
. . . (qk --qk- 1 ) ordered basis. Thus 
tt El 
(qn -l)(q" --q) . . . (qn -qk -- l) 
k 4 = (qk - 1 )$--q, . . . (qk -qk .- ’ ) l 
Note that asy-+ 1, [El, + (i). and thus we can expect that the 
Gaussian coefficients to share many of the properties of the binomial 
coefficients. Also note that 
Thus for q > 1 r this proportion is much smaller than k/rz. Hence C 1) gives 
a much stronger bound on 191 than 92). 
To simplify the notation, we shall omit the subscript q and write just 
[; ] to denote the Gaussian coefficient. 
Let Vbe the dual space of linear functions on V. For A C I/: iet 
A* C ~MZ the annihilator of A, i.e., A* = CfE v: f(A) = 0) . If A is 
a k-dimensional subspace of V, A* is an (n---- k)-dimensional subspace of 
V. 
* A” > p = (0). Thus [; J = the number of k-dimen- 
ber of (n- k)-di ensional subspaces of 
e number of k-dimensional sub 
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Thus, if [g-g is a bound on 19l for F E. S(r, k, n, q), then it is a 
st pokible bound. 
s presented arather simple proof of the Erdijs- 
y employing Ibis technique, we can prove (2). 
11 use [al, . . . . UJ to denote the subspace of 
lso we use ~3, to denote the family of all. k- 
nly trivially at the ok-gin. Thus 
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rove the folio 
thert 157 1 < qz . . . qk. 
= ate that if i # 1, then B, have 
no comma omponents. 
r, . . . . li& ), and Fp ,... Pk = (Cl, .-, Cq 1, where pi is a 
mutation of (1) 2, l **,qi) and Ci = (~1 (i), . . . . pk(i))‘= ~1 =*-Pk(Bi)* 
there can be at most one in two different 
ays the pairs (I’$, ..*Pk, 
9 in FP 1, l aPk ,, Countin 
E 9, we obtain 
q1 ! . . . q w”q* ‘(41 --l)!(q, -l)!...(qk-l)!, 
w 
e do not have a c lcte proof for (l)- e do obtain the 
desired bound for n ur method, however, does not seem to 
apply to the case 12 = 2k. should also be a bound in 
this case, and probably a has to be considere 
handle it. 
t 3 be a family of subspaces of V. shall use Jx t 
denote the family of subspaces in C$ co A C V, dA is 
4 s-t-k(Q’.+QR 
qs-‘-----~4t 
_l)__ 1 
_- 
*)(Qk 
_ ._ 
1) -- 
> (Q-~)Q~-- t-k . 
* c:i--p) -(t-p) k, so the general case follows by inductian. 
then either 
ion is trivial for p = 1. bus assume p 
P -l- 
-l- 3 
for 1 P* 
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us we can suppose that there ame Ai+ E 9 such that 
i+2 n [xy.r,, l **, q+l I = (0). 
and so inductively we obtain 
4 
n-l _+ 
= 
n k qn-k+i_ 4i 
cl k- 1 __+-$ 
(9 - +-kl-i---- >qn-k >qk+' , 
q - _-.q” 
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such thatxl $A,. 
Leinma 4.3, we can suppose that k 2 3. 
are two independent vectors 21, z2 E A, s*lch 
[xI,zi] #(O)fori= 1,2.1ftciE [xl,zi] y [x& 
are independent. Thus 
ui l-dim 
that there is 211 most one z E A I such that 
pose that z E A 1 is such- ‘fake 
.A E 9such that A n I+x] =(O), 
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Thus we cm suppose that there exist at most two such z’s, and so 
But then 
By Lemma 4.2,lY” y 1 < [: ] [I- z ] for all 2-dim [x, y I C V. Suppose 
that there do exist iwo such z’s, say q, z2. 
x E A, * there is some A E !? such that 
have non-zero vectors 
. ..* A, tP E ZF sxh that yi E Ai and 
= (0) fcr 1 < i < p. Thus 
sionai [x, y ] C 
ent vectors q,..“* zp*+J 
)forAEY fori= I, 
,y,].i= I ,..., p-i-2, 
ces 
(0) for i = 1,2. Then 
x l-dim ui l-dim 
us we can su ost one such z. 
=pJ$....yp*a! =(O). y d 
]PY]--.*~Yp+] 1 
k-- 1, we have either 1 ‘Jxl I 
erlce either pxl 1 G [ 
p---l * i9q< [Z--i 1. 
method developed in the last section can be modified to obtain 
the size of families in S(r, k, n, 4). Again, there are non-trivial 
our method fails to apply, but we do have [;Z:i] as a best 
n-+Ja ko~tId over a fairly *vviik range. kr”+D VI& u 
l lfq’;k 393 2k+l,orifiil> 2kc2,then 
qp + r .-qi 
QP 
edthatifeitherqa 3,n> 2k+ 1,or 
y our assumption, there is some A t E 9 such 8 [q, ..*, XJ q _ 
Hence there exists a (k---r+ 1 )-dimensional subsp e /j, ofAl sucfi 
B, r7 I.-Q , . . . . 3-J = (0). 1) 2 f-v so 
A n 63, # (0). Thus 
Takeyl .T 8,. !Vim(A n [x1, . . . . x,, y1 1) 2 r for all A in 9, then 
Hence we can su pose that there i me A2 in Y such that 
.X,,_q 1) G r--L s there is a (k-r + 1 )-dimensional 
2 such that B, n [Xi 3 . . . . x,, _JQ ] = (0). 
B2 n A zit (0) for all A E 9, so 
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ely, 
t 
tain that for i =: 0, 1, . . . . p, and .Y,~ i E Bp_iw 
n [x1, . . . . x,,y,, . . . . yp+l 1) Zr r for all 
by Lemma 5.1. 
nce there is a (k--r+ 1 )- 
--t - -- I 
z: 
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all cases. 
heorem 5.2 can be applied to the analogous prsb- 
e denote the set of all fa 
fan n-element set S such t ,BE~=~A~B~ 
lowing result: 
ing over the proof for Theorem 5.2, we note that if 
?I -- 
k_ . 
ence if n 3 rf(P+ l)(k-v 
(r+ l)(k---a+ l), an 
SSOT Iis 
, ~~~~f~l discussions and encoumgement. 
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